
Data mobility is helping 
to save more lives…



Safer treatments

Less time wasted

Higher quality care

Faster diagnosis

‘I need all the information 
at my fingertips’



‘But I don’t want you  
accessing my personal data’

We only manage work-related apps & data

Get you back up and running in 1 hour

Use your own device

A better user experience



Moving to the cloud creates security issues

HIPAA compliance at risk

Cost blowouts

Maintaining workforce productivity

We understand that

it makes your life harder



But it creates better  

outcomes for everyone

More time with patients

Less admin time  

More collaboration  

Better security



Let’s take a look at how 

it works



Are you making the most

of your Microsoft 365?

Move to a Modern Workplace  
faster, with 365 Accelerator.

Endpoint Security

Security is freedom.  Remotely manage laptops and 

smartphones for your mobile workforce. 

Employee Experience

Free your staff to get on with the job. Enable them to  

collaborate and communicate while working anywhere.

Now let us show you how to  

get more out of your license.



The journey starts here... 

Assessment  

and Roadmap

- Define future state and launch  

the ultimate mobile experience  

for your employees.

- Boost your upskilling in endpoint  

security and digital collaboration.

Roadmap  

Implementation

- Our expert Mentors  

make it happen

Ongoing  

Support

- Security: Windows 10,macOS,  

iOS and Android

- 24/7 Service Desk:  

Office 365 applications

Balance endpoint security with 

a great employee experience.



Achieve more  with less

Less... Time in meetings,  

admin, risk, cost, paper,  

passwords, attachments,

searching, legacy systems  

and processes

More... 
Collaboration,

Mobility, Automation, 

Video meetings, Digital workflows,

Live documents, Digital dashboards



We find the right balance  

for your unique needs

We find the optimal balance of endpoint  

security and employee experience so your  

staff can work anywhere on any device 

and you know your information is safe. 



The 365 Accelerator Process

Discovery
Interviews with IT and  

employees

Modelling
Input findings

into proprietary model

Validating
Share and refine  

results

Presenting
Where it all comes  

together



One: Assessment and benchmarking
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We assess endpoint security 

from 5 different angles:  

security policies, identity,

device management, data  

protection and governance

We interview your people to understand  employee 

experience through the lens  of: onboarding, systems 

access, technical  support, empowerment and innovation.
ONBOARDING

ACCESS  

SUPPORT  

EMPOWERMENT  

INNOVATION

Employee experience - benchmarkcomparison

Level 1 2 3 4 5

We assess your current  security processes and 

employee experience against best practices.

POLICIES

IDENTITY

DEVICES

DATA  

GOVERNANCE

Endpoint security - benchmark comparison

Level 1 2 3 4 5



Two: Roadmap to a modern workplace

Key Actions

Endpoint  
security

Employee  
experience

Define role-based bundles of  

products & services

Policies Identity

Configure conditional  

access policies

Devices

Use 3rd party tool with WSUS  

for 3rd party app updates

Data

Create a data  

classification policy

Onboarding

Implement zero touch for  

Android and Windows

Implement SSO for medications  

app and remove shared logins

Access Support

Deploy Service Desk mobile /  

web app for Care Workers

Empowerment

Pilot Teams for collaboration  

and live document editing

Innovation

Digitise patient onboarding  

processes, remove printers

Create a process to test the  

incident response plan annually

Governance



What they’re saying about the Modern Workplace

“Very thorough, very impressive,  

and very helpful. I like that you  

summed it all up for us and it is  

very clear what our next steps

are. Excellent bang for buck.”

Mike Kinkade - Senior Security Manager  

Cumberland Consulting Group

“This is a huge breakthrough 

for us, we are thrilled and will 

now migrate 1,000 devices to 

Modern Management with 
Intune.” 

Kyle Rucker 

Director of IT

Alive Hospice

“It was very well presented,  

thoroughly researched and  

identifies exactly what we need  

to do at UTMC.”

John S. Jeffries - Information Security Director  

University of Tennessee Medical Center



Get to know us a little better

Purpose:

Empower People to Achieve More

Values:

People before technology - Passionate about service - Life-long learners

Partnerships:

Founded 2004, operations in United States, New Zealand & Australia



Meet the core team

Shane Sloan - Solutions Architect
Shane Sloan is our Solutions Architect and works with clients to identify the appropriate technologies, interpret business needs, and design maintainable solutions fordevelopment

and security resources to execute. Shane holds a Masters in Business Administration from Vanderbilt University. Prior to joining Mobile Mentor, Shane spent 9 years at AIG’s Life Insurance  

division focused on development, automation engineering and quality assurance leadership. In 2007, Shane obtained a Bachelor’s of Science in Information Technology from  

Colorado Technical University. Prior to undergrad, Shane had a distinguished career with the US Army as a Blackhawk helicopter crew chief.

Denis O’Shea - Founder & CEO Mobile Mentor Inc
Denis founded Mobile Mentor in 2004 and has nurtured the growth and development of the company to become a trusted provider of mobility solutions for large 

enterprises  and government entities.  Denis is deeply passionate about the impact of mobile technology in the healthcare industry.  Denis considers his life’s work is to 

leverage mobile  technology to make a positive impact, at scale.  In 2017 Denis and his family relocated to Nashville TN to set-up Mobile Mentor USA in close proximity to

the largest and most  progressive healthcare providers in the world.  Prior to Mobile Mentor Denis spent 15 years in senior positions with Nokia in Finland, Sweden, New 

Zealand and Switzerland and he has established mobile businesses in Australia, Brazil and China.

Denis is a regular speaker at conferences and a strong advocate for the adoption of mobile technology to save time, money and lives.

Daniil Michine - Technical Architect
Daniil has been working in information technology for over 10 years across a number of different industries. At Mobile Mentor, He is a subject matter expert (SME) on Citrix 

XenMobile  and has been involved in most of the sizable deployments of XenMobile in the country. Daniil was the tech lead for the biggest deployment of XenMobile in 

APAC region.

He is very passionate about new technology, solving technological puzzles and architecting solutions.


